Every piece of Lobmeyr crystal is mouth blown and hand made with the knowledge of two
hundred years of the craft. It is unique, having passed through at least eighteen hands during
manufacturing. In order to maintain the joy of using the glasses, the proven methods of care
should be continued. High attention should be paid to the “muslin crystal”, where the edges of
the goblets are produced with an average thinness of 0.7 millimetre.
Washing by hand
This way of cleansing is the most gentle and in any case highly recommended. The glass
should be cleaned with a small amount of detergent in hand-warm water using a soft sponge.
After that rinsed thoroughly to leave no residues of cleanser on the glass. Wash the glasses
one by the other to avoid them bumping against each other when many glasses are in the
sink. For drying use a soft tea towel of good cotton or linen quality.
When washing and drying “muslin crystal”, special care should be taken in handling the
delicate material. The cup of a glass should in no way be stuffed with the towel. Despite the
elasticity of our crystal this can lead to breakage. When washing or drying both of your hands
should be either on the cup or the foot in order to avoid putting the stem under a strain by
pressure against cup and foot at the same time.
Dish washer
In general Lobmeyr crystal is suited for dish washers, bearing in mind the following details.
Glass is made of various ingredients that can be dissolved by water and detergent with the
help of heat to a very small degree, so a dish washer will always provide only second best
treatment for mouthblown crystal.
We therefor recommend to use the special glass program available on every modern dish
washer, adding the minimum amount of detergent. Experience showed that it is vital to open
the dishwasher door immediately after drying period. This allows aggressive steam, still
holding remainders of detergent, to escape. Otherwise it may result in irreparable cloudiness
on the surface.
For thin muslin crystal special dish washer baskets are required separating one glass from the
other in order to prevent breakage by mechanic strain. We can provide those baskets on
request.
Enamel painted glass like Hoffmann B series, Corning tumblers or Oriental tumblers should
be only cleaned by hand.
After reading all that you may feel afraid to handle your Lobmeyr glasses, but while doing so
you will find these are very natural measurements for every lover of mouthblown crystal, like
many generations did before us. Thus receiving the joy of distinguished table culture for many
years.
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Caring for Your Lobmeyr Crystal

